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Abstract

Whole-genome duplications (WGDs) have contributed to gene-repertoire enrichment in many eukaryotic lineages. However, most duplicated genes are eventually lost and it is still unclear why some duplicated genes are evolutionary successful whereas others quickly turn to pseudogenes. Here, we show that dosage constraints are major factors opposing post-WGD gene loss in several Paramecium species that share a common ancestral WGD. We propose a model where a majority of WGD-derived duplicates preserve their ancestral function and are retained to produce enough of the proteins performing this same ancestral function. Under this model, the expression level of individual duplicated genes can evolve neutrally as long as they maintain a roughly constant summed expression, and this allows random genetic drift toward uneven contributions of the two copies to total expression. Our analysis suggests that once a high level of imbalance is reached, which can require substantial lengths of time, the copy with the lowest expression level contributes a small enough fraction of the total expression that selection no longer opposes its loss. Extension of our analysis to yeast species sharing a common ancestral WGD yields similar results, suggesting that duplicated-gene retention for dosage constraints followed by divergence in expression level and eventual deterministic gene loss might be a universal feature of post-WGD evolution.
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Introduction

In all three domains of life, a substantial fraction of genes belong to multicyc gene families (Zhang 2003; Lynch 2007). Although gene duplication has long been seen as a major source of novelty (Ohno 1970), the fate of most duplicated genes is eventual loss (Lynch and Conery 2000), although it remains unclear why some duplicates are evolutionarily successful whereas others suffer elimination after degradation to pseudogenes. Several models have been proposed to explain the retention of duplicated genes. The neofunctionalization (Ohno 1970) and subfunctionalization (Force et al. 1999) (also called DDC for Duplication–Degeneration–Complementation) models require acquisition of new function or partitioning of ancestral functions (either at the level of the biochemical function of the encoded proteins or at the level of the expression pattern) for duplicated genes to be retained. On the other hand, absolute dosage and dosage-balance constraints have also been proposed to explain retention of duplicated genes without change of function (Papp et al. 2003; Gout et al. 2009, 2010; Qian et al. 2010; Birchler and Veitia 2012). These different models are not mutually exclusive (e.g., it has been suggested that dosage constraints allow genes to be retained for long enough before changes of function occur [Force et al. 1999; Rastogi and Liberles 2005]), but the relative contributions of each mechanism to duplicate gene retention remain unclear.

The observation that the fate of duplicated genes depends in part on whether they originate from small-scale duplications (SSD) or whole-genome duplication (WGD) (Davis and Petrov 2005; Maere et al. 2005; Hakes et al. 2007) may reveal the importance of dosage constraints on long-term duplicate-gene retention. Although the fixation of an SSD results in a modification of dosage, the opposite is true for WGDs, in which case the relative expression levels of all genes are initially preserved and subsequent gene losses cause dosage disruptions. Although far less frequent than SSDs, WGDs have been recurrent in the history of eukaryotes, with two rounds of WGDs thought to have arisen at the base of all vertebrates (Panopoulou and Poustka 2005; Hughes and Liberles 2008; Putnam et al. 2008; Decatur et al. 2013), and clear examples of ancient polyploidy in lineages leading to the yeast (Wolfe and Shields 1997), the African clawed frog (Morin et al. 2006), teleost fish (Postlethwait et al. 2000; Jallon et al. 2004), flowering plants (Simillion et al. 2002; Doyle et al. 2008; Jiao et al. 2011), and the ciliated protozoan Paramecium (Aury et al. 2006; McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014; McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014).

One of the most valuable resources currently available for studying post-WGD evolution is provided by yeast, where whole-genome sequences are available for 12 species (including the highly studied Saccharomyces cerevisiae) sharing a common ancestral WGD as well as several outgroup species that have diverged before the WGD (Byrne and Wolfe 2005). More recently, the discovery of at least three successive rounds of WGDs in the lineage leading to Paramecium tetraurelia (Aury et al. 2006) has established Paramecium as
another important model organism for studying post-WGD genomes evolution. *Paramecium tetraurelia* belongs to a group of at least 14 sibling species (*P. aurelia*) that are so similar in morphology that they were initially believed to be only one species (Sonneborn 1975). Given the ancient points of WGD in this lineage (Aury et al. 2006; McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014; McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), this species complex provides a distinct contrast to the 2R hypothesis, which generally postulates that two rounds of genome duplication played a causal role in the morphological diversification of the vertebrates (Holland et al. 1994; Meyer and Van de Peer 2005; Freeling and Thomas 2006).

The sequencing and analysis of the *P. biaurelia* and *P. sexaurelia* genomes confirmed that the most recent WGD is basal to the *P. aurelia* group (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), and the *P. caudatum* genome allows us to analyze a species that diverged from the *P. aurelia* lineage before the two most recent WGDs (McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014). The average level of retention of WGD-derived paralogs (hereafter named ohnologs) is higher in *P. aurelia* (40–50% for the most recent WGD; McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014) than in yeast (8–14%; Wolfe and Shields 1997; Scannell et al. 2007). Therefore, *P. aurelia* offers a unique view of the evolutionary processes acting in earlier stages of the post-WGD gene loss process compared with yeast. However, this notion of “earlier stages” is relative, as the most recent *P. aurelia* WGD is estimated to be approximately 320 My old (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014). Despite an extremely low mutation rate (Sung et al. 2012), the ohnologs in this lineage have had enough time to have incurred approximately 1.7 mutations per nucleotide site (ds) (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), which implies considerable intensity of selection for the conservation of the protein sequences of duplicate genes (a median level of ∼0.05 nonsynonymous substitutions [dn] between ohnologs from the most recent WGD, with most ohnologs having dN/dS values <1 [McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014]). In contrast to this overall pattern of strong purifying selection, the presence of numerous recent pseudogenes (Aury et al. 2006) and the observation that over a hundred gene losses occurred since the split of the two closely related *P. biaurelia* and *P. tetraurelia* species (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014) indicate that duplicated-gene loss is still ongoing in the *P. aurelia* lineage. Therefore, it may seem paradoxical that purifying selection maintained duplicated genes during millions of years only to eventually allow their loss. Thanks to its exceptional characteristics, the *P. aurelia* species provide a unique opportunity for evaluating the mechanisms responsible for the differential on-going retention of gene duplicates over a considerable period of evolutionary time.

Here, we investigate the evolution of expression level between duplicated genes derived from the most recent *P. aurelia* WGD and explore the consequences of such changes for the fate of paralogous genes. We propose a refined version of the DDC model (Force et al. 1999; Qian et al. 2010) in which duplicated genes are initially retained by the partitioning of the dosage requirements between the two copies, with gradual stochastic changes in expression level between the two copies leading to an eventual imbalance in the selective pressures operating on the two copies, ultimately leading to the loss of the copy having the lowest contribution to total expression level.

### Results

**Expression Levels Are Conserved between Paralogs Originating from the Most Recent Paramecium WGD**

Because both coding and regulatory regions and all trans-acting factors are duplicated together in the case of a WGD, it is likely that ohnologs (WGD-derived paralogs) initially share the exact same expression patterns. One possible exception is the case of allopolyploidization, which involves the conjoining of two different genomes, where ohnologs can show divergent expression patterns immediately after the WGD (Adams 2007). However, in the case of *P. aurelia*, it seems likely that the most recent WGD involved autopolyploidization (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), with pairs of ohnologs being born identical in all respects, an assumption that we will adhere to. Given previous analyses showing that the coding regions of ohnologous protein-coding genes in *Paramecium* evolve mostly under purifying selection (Aury et al. 2006; McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014; McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), we reasoned that purifying selection likely constrains changes in expression levels as well, and that this should be reflected in restricted divergence in the transcript abundance between ohnologs. Recalling the high average level of synonymous substitution between ohnologs (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), regulatory regions and their resultant effects on expression levels should be highly divergent between ohnologs in the absence of purifying selection. Contrary to this null hypothesis, we found that expression levels are still significantly correlated between ohnologs within all three species (*P. biaurelia*: r = 0.68, *P. tetraurelia*: r = 0.64, and *P. sexaurelia*: r = 0.68, all P < 0.0001; fig. 1 and supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online). This indicates that selection operates to prevent changes in expression level, confirming the importance of dosage in post-WGD paralog evolution.

**Is Conservation of Expression Indicative of Conservation of Biochemical Function?**

We reasoned that the strong conservation of expression level between ohnologs observed in *Paramecium* might indicate an overall conservation of their biochemical function. To test this hypothesis, we compared Gene Ontology (GO) annotations between ohnologs and found that 87–88% of ohnolog pairs in the three *P. aurelia* species analyzed share the same PANTHER (Mi et al. 2012) annotation. Interestingly, we observed that, in all three species, pairs of ohnologs with divergent PANTHER annotations have—on average—less conserved expression levels than those with identical PANTHER annotations (P < 0.01 in all three species, Mann–Whitney U test; supplementary fig. S2 and table S1, Supplementary Material online).
Correlation of absolute expression level between ohnologs from the most recent WGD in *Paramecium biaurelia*. Expression level (log$_2$-transformed FPKM values, see Materials and Methods) in pairs of ohnologs in *P. biaurelia*. Pairs of ohnologs show a strong significant correlation of expression level ($r = 0.80, P < 0.0001$). Note that negative values result from the log-transformation of FPKM values lower than 1.

**Supplementary Material** online. Additional support for an association between conservation of function and conservation of expression level comes from the observation of a significant positive correlation between expression level divergence and nonsynonymous substitution level (dN) between ohnologs in *Paramecium* ($r = 0.30, r = 0.36$ and $r = 0.33$ for *P. tetraurelia*, *P. biaurelia* and *P. sexaurelia*, respectively, all $P < 0.001$). Similar correlations have been reported for ohnologs in *Arabidopsis* (Blanc and Wolfe 2004). However, in yeast, the correlation between expression divergence and coding sequence divergence is weak (Wagner 2000), possibly because ohnologs are more ancient. We investigated the correlation between biochemical function divergence and expression level divergence in two yeast species for which both GO annotation and expression data are available (*S. cerevisiae* and *Candida glabrata*). In both species, we found that ohnologs having at least one GO annotation difference show higher divergence of expression level than ohnologs sharing identical GO annotations (mean of absolute expression level difference: 1.39 vs. 1.73 log$_2$-FPKM [fragment per kilobase per million reads], $P < 0.01$ for *S. cerevisiae* and 1.23 vs. 1.80, $P < 0.01$ for *C. glabrata*, see Materials and Methods). Although these observations do not allow us to draw conclusions on a gene-by-gene basis, they indicate that, on average, divergence of function is associated with divergence of expression in both yeast and *Paramecium*. Therefore, we interpret the strong conservation in expression level between *Paramecium* ohnologs as evidence against pervasive changes in the biochemical function in pairs of ohnologs.

**Changes in Expression Levels Are Associated with Gene Loss**

Although there is a clear, general trend in *Paramecium* for the maintenance of similar levels of transcript abundance between ohnologs, a number of gene pairs escape this pattern and show significantly different expression levels between the two ohnologs. We found 1,239, 1,177, and 926 pairs of duplicated genes in *P. biaurelia*, *P. tetraurelia*, and *P. sexaurelia*, respectively, with an over 10-fold difference in transcript abundance (measured as FPKM, see Materials and Methods) between the two ohnologs. We reasoned that changes in expression level could be tolerated as long as the total expression level (sum of the expression from both ohnologs) remains the same. This would allow the expression level of ohnologs to drift along a line of fixed total expression level (fig. 2, colored lines). Drift along such a line of equivalence can then lead to a situation in which one copy has a low enough expression level that total inactivation of this copy is effectively neutral (gray area in fig. 2).

To test this hypothesis, we investigated the relationship between the magnitude of expression differences within pairs of ohnologs in a given species and the probability of retention of the orthologous genes in the sister *P. aurelia* species. When both ohnologs have been retained and have similar expression levels in *P. biaurelia* (25% least divergent pairs, measured as absolute difference in log$_2$-transformed FPKM value), the probability that one of the two orthologous ohnologs has been lost in *P. tetraurelia* is 7%. However, when the two *P. biaurelia* paralogs diverge in expression level (top 25% most divergent pairs, measured as absolute difference in log$_2$-transformed FPKM value), the probability that one of the two orthologous ohnologs has been lost in *P. tetraurelia* rises to 16% ($P < 0.001$, Fisher’s exact test). Moreover, the copy that is lost in *P. tetraurelia* is orthologous to the *P. biaurelia* copy with the lowest expression level in 81% of the cases, which is significantly more than the random expectation of 50% ($P < 0.001$, exact two-sided binomial test). We found similar results when investigating retention rates in *P. biaurelia* as a function of expression divergence in *P. tetraurelia* (table 1). When comparing *P. tetraurelia* and *P. biaurelia* to the more distantly related *P. sexaurelia* (see fig. 1 from McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. [2014] for a phylogenetic tree displaying the relationship between *P. caudatum*, *P. biaurelia*, *P. tetraurelia*, and *P. sexaurelia*), we also found that expression divergence was associated with increased probability of gene loss in the sister species (table 1). However, in the comparisons involving *P. sexaurelia*, the fraction of cases for which the lost copy is orthologous to the one with the lowest expression was not always significantly different from 0.5 (table 1). This observation suggests that, although the fate of ohnologous pairs (whether both copies will be retained or not) was largely determined at the time of the WGD, the trajectory of the two copies within each pair (i.e., which copy will be retained and which one will be lost) was not yet determined at the time of the speciation between the *P. sexaurelia* and the *P. tetraurelia/P. biaurelia* lineages. It is also possible that difficulties in distinguishing orthologs from paralogs—because *P. sexaurelia* diverged from the lineage leading to *P. tetraurelia* and *P. biaurelia* very early after the WGD (McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014)—weaken the ability to ascertain the original bias. We obtained similar results when using the pairs of genes with the top 5% and bottom 5% most conserved expression

**Fig. 1.** Correlation of absolute expression level between ohnologs from the most recent WGD in *Paramecium biaurelia*. Expression level (log$_2$-transformed FPKM values, see Materials and Methods) in pairs of ohnologs in *P. biaurelia*. Pairs of ohnologs show a strong significant correlation of expression level ($r = 0.80, P < 0.0001$). Note that negative values result from the log-transformation of FPKM values lower than 1.

**Changes in Expression Levels Are Associated with Gene Loss**

Although there is a clear, general trend in *Paramecium* for the maintenance of similar levels of transcript abundance
levels (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). To avoid setting arbitrary limits when classifying pairs as divergent or similar in expression level, we also used the reverse approach: Comparing expression divergence of ohnologs whose orthologs have been lost or retained. We found that the average difference in expression-level difference between ohnologs is on average approximately 40% higher for pairs whose orthologous pair has lost one copy in the sister *P. aurelia* species, compared with those where the two copies have been retained (supplementary table S3, Supplementary Material online).

One prediction of our model is that, for ohnologs whose expression level drifted along lines of constant total expression level before loss of the lowly expressed copy, the remaining copy should have increased expression compared with its ancestral level immediately after the WGD. We used expression level of orthologous genes in *P. caudatum*, a species that diverged before the two most recent *Paramecium* WGDs as a rough proxy for ancestral (immediately after-WGD) relative expression level of genes in *P. aurelia* species. Briefly, we normalized the expression levels between the two species by either using the relative ranking of genes in each species or adjusting the distribution of log2-transformed FPKM values so that they have the same empirical distribution in both species (Materials and Methods). We found that the fraction of genes whose expression level has increased since the split with *P. caudatum* is higher among singletons than among pairs of conserved ohnologs (*P* < 0.001 in all three *P. aurelia* species) when using either a relative ranking (supplementary table S4, Supplementary Material online) or a quantile normalization (supplementary table S5, Supplementary Material online) method to perform the between-species comparisons (see Materials and Methods), supporting the idea that increased expression level of the copy that would eventually be retained compensated for decreased expression level of the copy that would eventually be lost.

**Table 1.** Gene Loss Rates Depending on Expression Conservation of the Orthologous Pair in the Sister *P. aurelia* Species.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene Loss Rate Depending on Expression Conservation of Orthologous Pair</th>
<th>Fraction of Gene Loss Corresponding to the Copy with the Lowest Expression Level</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expression Difference in Expression Level</strong></td>
<td><strong>Conserved Expression Level</strong></td>
<td><strong>Divergent Expression Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Paramecium biaurelia</em></td>
<td><em>Paramecium tetraurelia</em></td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Paramecium biaurelia</em></td>
<td><em>Paramecium sexaurelia</em></td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Paramecium tetraurelia</em></td>
<td><em>Paramecium biaurelia</em></td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Paramecium tetraurelia</em></td>
<td><em>Paramecium sexaurelia</em></td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Paramecium sexaurelia</em></td>
<td><em>Paramecium biaurelia</em></td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Paramecium sexaurelia</em></td>
<td><em>Paramecium tetraurelia</em></td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.—** Genes whose orthologs have conserved expression levels (top 25% more conserved pairs of ohnologs) in the sister *P. aurelia* species are more likely to have been retained in two copies following the recent WGD than those whose orthologs have divergent expression levels (top 25% most divergent pairs of ohnologs). Significant difference between the two fractions is tested by a Fisher’s exact test (column 5). When one copy was lost following the WGD, the lost copy tends to be orthologous to the copy with the lowest expression level in the sister *P. aurelia* species (column 6). Significant deviation from random expectation of 50% of gene loss corresponding to the copy with the lowest expression level is tested by an exact binomial test (column 7).
species investigated, we found a significant positive correlation between the expression level of genes in *K. lactis* and the probability that their orthologs are retained in two copies following WGD (supplementary fig. S4, Supplementary Material online). This observation indicates that pre-WGD expression level influences the probability of post-WGD gene retention in yeast, similarly to what we have previously observed in *Paramecium* (McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014). Consistent with the more advanced level of ohnolog loss from the yeast WGD (Wolfe and Shields 1997; Aury et al. 2006; Scannell et al. 2007; McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014), we found that, although yeast ohnologs show significant conservation of expression level ($r = 0.38$, $P < 0.001$), the correlation is weaker than that of any *P. aurelia* species analyzed ($P < 0.001$ for all three comparisons, Fisher’s z test). Despite this lower conservation of expression levels, the significant positive correlation between ohnologs indicates that, as observed in *Paramecium*, purifying selection has been operating to limit the divergence of expression level between ohnologs since the WGD.

We then asked whether changes in expression level between ohnologs are associated with increased probability of gene loss in yeast, as in *Paramecium*. We found that pairs of ohnologs in *S. cerevisiae* for which one orthologous copy was lost in at least one of the 11 other yeast species have an average difference in transcript abundance about 50% higher than pairs for which no copy was lost in the other yeast species (average difference in expression level: 1.63 vs. 1.11, $P = 0.01$, Mann–Whitney U test). We found similar results when using expression data from two other yeast species (*Naumovozyma castellii* and *C. glabrata*, see Materials and Methods, table 2, and supplementary fig. S5, Supplementary Material online). These observations suggest that similar evolutionary forces tie the fate of duplicated genes to the evolution of their expression level in both yeast and *Paramecium*.

### Discussion

**Dosage Constraints Limit Gene Expression Divergence Following WGD**

In this study, we have observed significant correlations between the expression levels of duplicated genes originating from the most recent *Paramecium* WGD (ohnologs) and interpret this observation as evidence for pervasive purifying selection on the total expression level of pairs of ohnologs. Our interpretation is based on the assumptions that ohnologs initially (i.e., immediately after the WGD) shared identical expression levels and that the *Paramecium* WGD is old enough that expression levels between ohnologs would now be totally uncoupled in the absence of selective pressures. Because the average $dS$ between ohnologs is greater than 1, it seems reasonable to assume that, in the absence of purifying selection, all regulatory signals would have been inactivated in at least one copy of each pair of genes and as a consequence, the expression levels between ohnologs would no longer be correlated. Although the correlations are clear and highly significant in all three *P. aurelia* species investigated, there are still a number of ohnologs with significantly different expression levels. Although it is possible that some of the observed differences are consequences of changes in function that have been promoted by selection, it seems more likely that they result from changes in expression level being effectively neutral (see below).

**Preservation of Duplicated Genes in the Absence of Functional Changes**

Our analysis of functional annotations suggests that almost 90% of ohnologs have retained the same biochemical function since the most recent *Paramecium* WGD. Although it is possible that bioinformatics predictions of biochemical functions miss subtle differences between ohnologs, this observation, coupled to the strong conservation of expression levels between ohnologs, suggests that most ohnologs are redundant in function, raising the question of the evolutionary mechanisms responsible for their retention.

A model for the maintenance of duplicated genes and their functional redundancy by reduced expression has been proposed recently by Qian et al. (2010). Under this model, the main selective constraint is on the total amount of the final product (i.e., protein) that is produced by the joint transcription of two duplicated genes. If gene duplication is followed by a reduction in absolute expression level of each copy, then losing one copy could result in an insufficient amount of the final product, which would be deleterious and therefore selected against. In the specific case of a WGD, it is apparent that this step of postduplication reduction in absolute expression level is unnecessary. Indeed, as all of the genes are duplicated together at the same time, it is likely that ohnologs initially are close to their optimal expression level and further reduction in final product expression through gene loss will be immediately detrimental (Gout et al. 2010). This is likely to be especially pertinent in the case of *Paramecium* where it is possible that, because of the nuclear dimorphism harbored by ciliates, the WGD did not result in an immediate change of mRNA concentrations in the post-WGD cells (McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014).
The Absolute-Dosage Subfunctionalization Model Allows for Extended Conservation of Duplicated Genes Followed by Gene Loss

With a majority of duplicated genes having been retained for hundreds of millions of years after the most recent Paramecium WGD, one can wonder why many of these genes are still being lost. What are the mechanisms capable of lifting the selective pressures that have been opposing gene loss for millions of years? Our analysis suggests that duplicated genes are initially retained because of dosage constraints (losing one copy would result in a deleterious decrease in the total amount of protein produced for a given pair of ohnologs). Our proposal that effectively neutral changes in expression level occur when the joint expression level of two ohnologs follows a random walk along a line of fixed total expression level implicitly assumes that individual genes can experience both increases and decreases in expression level. Support for this model derives from our observation that genes that have lost their ohnolog do indeed show a tendency for increased expression level since the WGD, ostensibly because of the need to compensate for the decreased expression level of the copy that is eventually lost.

We note that under this model the distance that must be traversed to enter the region where losing the lowly expressed copy becomes effectively neutral increases with the initial expression level of the pair of ohnologs (fig. 2). Although the exact shape of this region of effectively neutral gene loss is unknown, a reduction in the probability of gene loss with increasing initial expression level has been widely observed (Seoighe and Wolfe 1999; Aury et al. 2006; Gout et al. 2010; McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. 2014; McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. 2014). An alternative hypothesis to the walk along lines of fixed cumulative expression level is that one copy fixes by chance a succession of mutations reducing its expression in amounts small enough that they will be nearly neutral (invisible to selection). Under this scenario, some mutations causing inactivation of the ancestral product produced (assuming that the new copy becomes effectively neutral) could accumulate over time, allowing the evolution of new beneficial functions. Indeed, although beneficial mutations are believed to be rare, preserving duplicated genes for millions of years increases the likelihood that one copy will eventually experience such rare beneficial mutation. If the gain in fitness from this beneficial mutation exceeds the loss in fitness caused by the reduced amount of the ancestral product produced (assuming that the new copy has been lost one copy), so that a reduction in expression level of one or both copies could become advantageous. In support of this scenario, we observed—using both the ranking and the quantile normalization methods—in all three P. aurelia species more pairs where both copies have reduced expression level since the split from P. caudatum than pairs where both copies have increased expression level ($P < 0.001$) in all three P. aurelia species, Materials and Methods and supplementary tables S6 and S7, Supplementary Material online).

Although our model for duplicated gene retention corresponds to a specific case of the more general DDC model (Force et al. 1999), most of the subsequent empirical emphasis on this model has been on duplication-gene retention imposed by qualitative subfunctionalization, for example, losses of gene subfunctions or expression pattern across tissues in multicellular eukaryotes, rather than on the partial partitioning of the summed expression level of duplicated genes in the same context (quantitative subfunctionalization). Under the latter scenario, ancestral gene functions are simply partitioned between the two duplicated genes such that expression levels necessary to produce enough of the final product are retained; no change in biochemical functions or expression patterns (i.e., when/where the genes and their products are expressed) is necessary. Another important difference between our model and the traditional qualitative subfunctionalization model is that, although mutations that partition the function of the duplicated genes have to take place before any inactivating mutation in the classical subfunctionalization model, dosage constraints result in an immediate selective pressure against such inactivating mutations in our absolute-dosage subfunctionalization model. Because inactivating mutations might outnumber mutations that partition the function of a gene, this is an important point in understanding why so many genes are retained for so many years after a WGD.

One possible exception to this rule is when allopolyploidi- zation creates duplicates that are born with different expression levels. Under this scenario, some mutations causing variation in expression levels may be present at the outset, which might facilitate potential paths toward subfunctionalization. We note that if the Paramecium or the yeast WGD had resulted from an allopolyploidization event (or if ohnologs were born with different expression levels for any other reason), our dosage-subfunctionalization model would still apply. However, because pairs of ohnologs would initially start away from the line of equal expression shown in figure 2, the degree to which one copy is predestined to eventual loss may be less stochastic than when genes are born with identical expression levels.

Finally, we note that by preserving duplicated genes for millions of years, dosage constraints may open a window for the evolution of new beneficial functions. Indeed, although beneficial mutations are believed to be rare, preserving duplicated genes for millions of years increases the likelihood that one copy will eventually experience one such rare beneficial mutation. If the gain in fitness from this beneficial mutation exceeds the loss in fitness caused by the reduced amount of the ancestral product produced (assuming that the new
beneficial function comes at the expense of the ancestral function), it could reach fixation with the unmodified copy then acquiring compensatory mutations to increase expression. Therefore, retention through absolute-dosage subfunctionalization could pave the way for long-term functional diversification of duplicated genes.

**Materials and Methods**

**Paramecium Genome Data**

*Paramecium* genomes sequence and annotations were downloaded from parameciumDB (Arnaiz et al. 2007; Arnaiz and Sperling 2011) at [http://paramecium.cgm.cnrs-gif.fr/download/species/](http://paramecium.cgm.cnrs-gif.fr/download/species/) (last accessed February 2015). Functional annotations, ohnologous and orthologous relationships were extracted from supplementary files provided in McGrath, Gout, Doak, et al. (2014) and McGrath, Gout, Johri, et al. (2014).

**Paramecium Species Expression Level Measurements**

Publicly available RNAseq data for *Paramecium* were downloaded from the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (*P. caudatum*: SRP050987, *P. biaurelia*: SRP050163, *P. tetraurelia*: [SRP051035, ERX208798, ERX208797, ERX208794, ERX208793], and *P. sex-aurelia*: SRP050164) and aligned to the corresponding genomes with tophat version 2.0.7 (Kim et al. 2013), using parameters: –min-intron-length (set at 15) –max-intron-length (set at 50), and –GTF (supplied with corresponding GTF file downloaded from parameciumDB). We then ran cufflinks version 2.1.1 (Trapnell et al. 2010) with –multiread-correct and –frag-bias-correct options to obtain values of FPKM for each predicted protein-coding gene. In order as to allow log2-transformation of genes with FPKM values of zero we added a small value (0.01) to FPKM before log2-transformation. The values of expression level used in the analysis are the log2-transformed FPKM values.

**Estimation of Ancestral Expression Level in *P. aurelia* Species**

We compared the expression level of genes in extent *P. aurelia* species with that of their orthologs in *P. caudatum* to infer increase and decrease in expression level since the split between *P. caudatum* and *P. aurelia* species. We used two different methods to normalize and compare gene expression levels between *P. caudatum* and each *P. aurelia* species (as absolute values of FPKM depend on the depth of coverage from RNAseq data and the number of genes annotated in the genome and therefore cannot be readily used for interspecies comparisons). The first strategy consisted in transforming FPKM values into a relative rank. After removing genes with FPKM value of zero, genes are ordered by increasing FPKM value and the relative rank is computed as the absolute rank divided by the number of genes with FPKM greater than 0, therefore giving absolute ranks comprised between 0 and 1 for each species. The relative rank of genes in each *P. aurelia* species is then compared with that of its ortholog in *P. caudatum* to infer increased or decreased expression level. The second method consisted in normalizing the distributions of log2-transformed FPKM value between each *P. aurelia* species and *P. caudatum*, using the quantile normalization method provided in the limma package from Bioconductor (Smyth 2004). The rationale for this method is the assumption that the total amount of mRNA and the shape of the distribution of gene expression levels should be identical between the two species compared. This results in overlapping distributions of log2-transformed FPKM values between the *P. aurelia* species considered and *P. caudatum*. We then compare directly the normalized values of log2-transformed FPKM for a given *P. aurelia* gene with that of its ortholog in *P. caudatum* to infer increased or decreased expression level in the *P. aurelia* species.

**Yeast Data and Expression Level**

Orthologous and ohnologous relationships between genes from 12 yeast species sharing the same ancestral WGD (Vanderwaltzayma polyspora, Tetrapisipora phaffii, Tetrapisipora blattae, N. dairennensis, N. castellii, Kazakhstan naganiahii, Kazakhstan Afriaca, C. glabrata, S. bayanus, S. kudriavzevii, S. mikataae, and S. cerevisiae) and one outgroup (K. lactis) were downloaded from the Yeast Gene Order Browser (Byrne and Wolfe 2005). Expression data were downloaded from NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (K. lactis: GSE22198, S. cerevisiae: GSE36599 and GSE54300, N. castellii: GSE17870 and GSE22200, C. glabrata: GSE22194, GSE29855, GSE52382). Only samples corresponding to wild-type conditions were retained. Log-2 transformed values from different samples belonging to a given species were normalized using the quantile normalization method from the limma package (Smyth 2004) and we used the median value across all available samples as the expression level.

**Supplementary Material**

Supplementary figures S1–S5 and tables S1–S7 are available at *Molecular Biology and Evolution* online (http://www.mbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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